YST
YST (You See Through) is a transparent sandwich panel with a
honeycomb structure. YST panels are produced on customer demand.
The honeycomb structure is covered on both sides with a 1.5mm thick
layer of GRP (glass reinforced polyester), Finished with an all weather
resistant coating so they are fit for outdoor use.
The result depends on the chosen color of the outside layers and the
material of the honeycomb sheet. That sheet can be made of
cardboard or aluminum. Aluminum makes it look modern, cardboard gives an organic look and feel.
Available transparent colors are, blue, red, green, yellow, white and black.
YST panels come in three different types:
 YST standard
 YST organic
 YST special

YST standard
The YST standard panel has a uniform honeycomb structure.
Depending on the wanted look and feel the cells are made of
aluminum or cardboard. The cell size comes in different measures.
Most commonly used is 20-25mm. The maximum size of the YST
standard panel is 3000 x 1200mm. Thickness is usually 15mm but
other dimensions are of course possible

Available transparent colors are, blue, red, green, yellow, white and black. Other colors are
considerable when the panels, for example, are meant for one single project.
YST standard is a unique design panel for use in closets, walls or doors, shelves, banisters and
furniture for home or office use
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YST organic
YST organic has a custom honeycomb structure. The honeycomb is deformed which makes its
structure look random. This way a flat panel will look wavy. Because the YST panels are made by
hand the customer has a big influence on the final result.

As in the standard panel, also the cell measurements in the YST
Organic are variable. A usual size is 20-25mm

The see through polyester sheets are
available in the same colors as the
standard version. The only difference is
the shape of the honeycomb structure.
The maximum size of the YST Organic panel is 3000 x 1000mm.
Thickness is usually 15mm but another size is also possible.

YST special
YST special is heavyer than YST Standard and Organic. It needs more
polyester per square meter which makes it look very exclusively. Also
the special is available in more colors. Because of the heavy use of
polyester it is only fit for use in relatively small decorative parts like
lightning ornaments.

Maximum size is 1000x1000mm, thickness is 10 to 15mm.
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